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Objective
• The objective of this research is performing 3-dimensional semantic lung
segmentation, by applying Deep Learning (DL) based methods on the
sequence of ComputedTomography (CT) scan images.
• The motive is to design the 3-dimensional Neural Network architecture
based on current 2-dimensional architecture, that is offering state-of-the-art
performance,experimenting and evaluating it for improving its performance.
• The research aims to overcome the limitation of 2D imaging and generate
more promising results.3D medical imaging can utilize the scanned sequential
data, extract more 3D features and surrounding higher dimensional
information,that is helpful for the diagnosis.

Introduction
The implementation segments the lung regions in two dimensions. It gives the
proper segmentation as expected in the ground truth. The current research is
aimed to segment the lung regions in 3D,using the sequence of slides.

Methodology
The current research uses Neural Networks including U-Net, Convolutional
Neural Network (CNN), Residual Neural Network (ResNet) and Recurrent
Neural Network (RNN), Recurrent Residual Convolution Neural Network
(RRCNN), Deep Convolutional Neural Network (DCNN), RCNN based UNet (RU-Net),and the most importantly,RRCNN based U-Net (R2U-Net).

Architecture
•
•
•

Two 3x3 convolutions,each followed by a rectified linear unit (ReLU) and a 2
x 2 max pooling operation with stride 2 for down-sampling
Up-sampling of the feature map followed by a 2 x 2 up-convolution, two 3 x
3 convolutions,each followed by a ReLU
Final layer: A 1 x 1 convolution is used to map each 64-component feature
vector to the desired number of classes
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Fig. 6. Precision-recall curve and Receiver Operating Characteristic curve (ROC) curve

Conclusion
Fig. 3. R2U-Net architecture with convolutional encoding and decoding unit.

Current Research

Fig. 2. Original lung CT scan images from bottom to top, lung segmentation; 3D
reconstruction of the lung segmentation showing the front of the whole lung

Fig. 5. Experimental outputs of lungs and their predicted 2D segmented images using R2UNet model for 2D lung segmentation.

Table 1. Experimental outputs of the R2U-Net model for 2D lung segmentation

Fig.1. (a) CT scan of the lung,(b) ground truth,and (c) predicted image of lung segmentation.

The image shows the different scans at different height of the lung, and their
respective predicted segmentations. 2D version of the neural network is applied
to individual slides. The current research applies the 3D version of R2U-Net to
the sequence of images and generate the same 3D model of the segmented lung.

Experimental Results

• We are examining a 3D version of R2U-Net to build
3D Deep Convolution Neural Network for 3D lung
segmentation.
• The current research is using 3D patches as an input
to the architecture, that utilizes the proposed 3D
Convolution operations to find 3D features and utilize
them for the 3D segmentation.
Fig. 4.(a) 2D convolution used in original R2U-Net.(b)The proposed 3D convolution structure.

• 2D CNNs do not correlate adjacent consecutive images in 3dimensional space into account. The advantage of 3D imaging over
2D imaging is achieved by processing the higher dimensional data.
• 3D medical imaging can extract more features and surrounding
information; that is helpful for the diagnosis.
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